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1. Introduction
The purpose of this document is to
describe the Application Program
Interface (API) for Subscriber Kiosk
3.0 Master Kiosks. The API allows
kiosk owners to develop their own LSL
scripted objects that can interact with
Subscriber Kiosk 3.0. The API
communicates only with objects
having the same owner and located
within the same region, via chat on an
owner unique channel.

The API channel number is assigned to the owner automatically and is the same
for all Master Kiosks having the same owner.

An API script is included with all version 3.0 Master Kiosks purchased after
November 20, 2008 and can be installed on any previously purchased version
3.0 Master Kiosk using Update Kit 2. That Update Kit was previously sent to all
applicable Subscriber Kiosk 3.0 owners. The API is not applicable to older
version (e.g. 2.41) kiosks, however older versions can be upgraded to 3.0. Both
Update Kit 2 and upgrades from older versions can be obtained at no cost to
current owners from the Subscriber Kiosk 3.0 vendor at our in-world Store, Night
Sky - Fred's Corner.

Access to the API is provided by purchasing the API Kit, also available from the
above vendor. The API Kit includes this User Guide, sample scripts, and a
means for obtaining and unlocking the owner unique API channel number.

A Master Kiosk equipped with the API script will execute and/or reply to the API
commands described in this User Guide. In addition, it can issue unsolicited
broadcast messages when someone subscribes or unsubscribes via the buttons
on either the Master Kiosk or any of its associated Remote Kiosks.

Since all of the owner’s Master Kiosks will use the same API channel, each API
command and associated reply are prefixed with the name of the intended
Master Kiosk (commands) or originating object (replies). The unsolicited
Subscribe/Unsubscribe broadcast messages do not include this prefix. Master
Kiosks will only accept API commands that are prefixed with its object name and
originated from an object having the same owner.

2. API Command Messages
This section describes the commands that an external object can send to the
Master Kiosk via the API channel. API channels are typically assigned as large,
negative numbers to minimize interference and maximize security. Be sure to
include the minus sign when using an API channel number in your script.

http://slurl.com/secondlife/Distorted/221/142/115?title=Night%20Sky%20-%20Fred's%20Corner
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Distorted/221/142/115?title=Night%20Sky%20-%20Fred's%20Corner
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2.1. API Command Format

API commands can be sent to API capable Master Kiosks using any of the
following LSL communications functions from the associated ranges:

10 meters: llWhisper(API_channel, kiosk_name + "," + command_string);
20 meters: llSay(API_channel, kiosk_name + "," + command_string);
100 meters: llShout(API_channel, kiosk_name + "," + command_string);
Region wide: llRegionSay(API_channel, kiosk_name + "," + command_string);

API_channel: Owner unique channel number obtained with API Kit. All of any
one owner's Master Kiosks share a common API channel.

kiosk_name: Name of Master Kiosk to which an API command is to be sent.

command_string: String of comma separated values (CSV) that contains the
command parameters (see 2.2 below).

2.2. command_string format:
<command_name>,<reply_range>,<param1>,<param2>,<param3>

NOTE: <variable> notation means the value of the named variable.

Example 1: command_string = command_name + "," + reply_range + "," +
param1 + "," + param2 + "," + param3;

Example 2: command_string =
llList2CSV([command_name,reply_range,param1,param2,param3]);

command_name: Specifies what API operation is to be performed by Master
Kiosk. See 2.3 below.

reply_range: Sets range for API reply messages. Can be "Whisper" (10m) or
"Say" (20m) or "Shout" (100m) or "Region" (entire region) or "" (use
BCST_RANGE) or "Off" (don't reply).

param1, param2, param3: Command parameters specific to each command
string. See 2.3 below.

2.3. Specific Command Strings:

The API supports the following seven (7) commands:

2.3.1. SUB_FIND

Find a sub's record: "SUB_FIND,<reply_range>,<subscriber_key>"

2.3.2. SUB_ADD

Add a sub: "SUB_ADD,<reply_range>,<subscriber_key>"
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NOTE: The SUB_ADD function does not screen the subscriber_key against
the ban list, so it is the responsibility of the external application script to
perform such screening if required.

2.3.3. SUB_DEL

Delete a sub: "SUB_DEL,<reply_range>,<subscriber_key>"

2.3.4. SUB_LIST

Show a list of all subs:
"SUB_LIST,<reply_range>,<date_filter>,<kiosk_filter>,<region_filter>"

2.3.5. SUB_COUNT

Get count of subs and slave scripts: "SUB_COUNT,<reply_range>"

2.3.6. BCST_RANGE

Set range for API broadcast messages: "BCST_RANGE,<broadcast_range>"

2.3.7. ABORT

Stop the current operation: "ABORT"

The variables shown in the above command strings are defined as follows:

 subscriber_key: Key (UUID) of subscriber to find, add, or delete.

 date_filter: Sets filter to include only subscribers that subscribed within
the date_filter period. Format is CYYYY-MM-DD where C is ">", "<" or "="
symbol, YYYY is the year, MM is the month, and DD is the day.

 kiosk_filter: Sets filter to include only subscribers that subscribed from
kiosk named in kiosk_filter.

 region_filter: Sets filter to include only subscribers that subscribed from a
kiosk in the region named in the region_filter. NOTE: Filters are additive,
i.e. subscriber must meet all filter criteria to be included. Use "" (null
string) to turn specific filter off.

 broadcast_range: Sets range for API broadcast messages. Allowable
values are same as for reply_range (See 2.3 above). Default is off (no
broadcast).
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2.4. API Command Examples

Variables common to all API command examples:

key subscriber_key = "56653fd1-844e-4cef-be5e-b28df445a37a"; // Replace with key of
avatar to which the command pertains.
integer API_channel = -1234567; // Replace with your assigned API Channel.
string kiosk_name = "My Master Kiosk"; // Replace with the name of your Master Kiosk.
string reply_range = "Say"; // Range for API reply. Can be "Whisper" (10m), "Say" (20m),
"Shout" (100), or "Region" (entire region).

Specific API command examples:

//Find a subscriber's record
string command_string = "SUB_FIND," + reply_range + "," + (string)subscriber_key;
llSay(API_channel,kiosk_name + "," + command_string);

//Add a new subscriber
string command_string = "SUB_ADD," + reply_range + "," + (string)subscriber_key;
llSay(API_channel,kiosk_name + "," + command_string);

//Delete a subscriber (unsubscribe)
string command_string = "SUB_DEL," + reply_range + "," + (string)subscriber_key;
llSay(API_channel,kiosk_name + "," + command_string);

//Show a list of all subscribers
//Filters that are not required must be set to "" and included in command_string
string date_filter = ">2008-11-01"; // Include only subscribers that subscribed after
November 1, 2008.
string kiosk_filter = ""; // Include subscribers from any kiosk.
string region_filter = "Distorted"; // Include only subscribers that subscribed from
region named Distorted.
string command_string = "SUB_LIST," + reply_range + "," + date_filter + "," +
kiosk_filter + "," + region_filter;
llSay(API_channel,kiosk_name + "," + command_string);

//Get count of subscribers and slave scripts
string command_string = "SUB_COUNT," + reply_range;
llSay(API_channel,kiosk_name + "," + command_string);

//Set range for API broadcast messages (default is OFF)
string command_string = "BCST_RANGE,Region"; // Tell Master kiosk to use llRegionSay for
broadcast messages.
llSay(API_channel,kiosk_name + "," + command_string);

//Stop the current operation
llSay(API_channle,kiosk_name + "," + "ABORT");

3. API Reply Messages
This section describes the messages sent by the API in the Master Kiosk, in
reply to the command messages it receives from the owner’s scripted object.

3.1. Recommended API listener setup format:
llListen(API_channel, kiosk_name, NULL_KEY, "");

NOTE: If your object needs to communicate with multiple Master Kiosks, replace
the kiosk_name parameter with "" (null string) in the above llListen call and add a
test for the desired kiosk name(s) in the listen event handler.
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3.2. Recommended API listen event format:
listen(integer API_channel, string kiosk_name, key kiosk_key, string message)
{

//Your event handler code
}

Format of returned message string variable:
<reply_destination>,<command_reply>

reply_destination: A substring with the key (UUID) of the object that initiated the
API command for this reply, i.e. object this script is in. Test this value to ignore
API replies to other objects.

Example:
key reply_destination = llList2Key(llCSV2List(message),0);
if(reply_destination == llGetKey())
{

// Process it
}
else
{

// ignore it
}

command_reply: A substring with the reply parameters sent by the Master Kiosk
API in response to the associated API command.

3.3. command_reply substrings

This section shows all of the possible replies to the listed commands. The
command_reply substrings shown are the second part of the message string
variable returned in the listen event (see 3.2 above). The first part is the
reply_destination. It is recommended that you parse the message variable string
into a list using the llCSV2List function. Then you can then examine each
parameter using the llList2Key or llList2String function, as applicable, and the
parameter’s index.

3.3.1. SUB_FIND replies

If sub found: "<subscriber key>, <date>, <kiosk>, <region>"
If sub not found: "<subscriber key> not found."
If kiosk is busy: "Kiosk Busy"

3.3.2. SUB_ADD replies

If not in database: "<subscriber key>, added to database."
If in database: "<subscriber key>, already in database."
If database is full: “<subscriber key>, cannot be added. Database is full.”
If kiosk is busy: "Kiosk Busy"

3.3.3. SUB_DEL replies

If in database: "<subscriber key>, deleted from database."
If not in database: "<subscriber key>, not in database."
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If kiosk is busy: "Kiosk Busy"

3.3.4. SUB_LIST replies

For each sub in list passing filter: "<subscriber key>, <date>, <kiosk>, <region>"
After entire list sent: "End of list."
If no subscribers: "List empty."
If kiosk is busy: "Kiosk Busy"

3.3.5. SUB_COUNT replies

“<sub_quantity>, <sub_capacity>, <slave_quantity>, <slave_capacity>”
If kiosk is busy: "Kiosk Busy"

3.3.6. BCST_RANGE replies

No reply if completed normally.
If kiosk is busy: "Kiosk Busy"

3.3.7. ABORT replies

No replies..

4. API Broadcast Messages
The API broadcasts one of the following unsolicited messages on the API
channel whenever someone subscribes or unsubscribes using the buttons on a
Master or its associated Remote Kiosk.

Someone subscribes: “+<subscriber_key>”
Someone unsubscribes: “-<subscriber_key>”

The above messages are sent with the range specified in the last BCST_RANGE
command. The default is OFF (not broadcast).

The source (e.g., kiosk name and key) can be identified by examining the
kiosk_name and kiosk_key parameters returned in the listen event. The
reply_destination is not included in the message variable since this is an
unsolicited message.

NOTE: This message is only broadcast in response to the activation of the
Subscribe or Unsubscribe buttons. It is NOT broadcast when a subscriber is
manually added or deleted using the "Edit List", "Append" or "Restore" dialog box
commands, or as a result of a SUB_ADD or SUB_DEL API command.

5. Example Scripts
The API Kit includes example scripts that are intended to provide better insight
into how to interact with the Subscriber Kiosk API and can be used as a starting
point for developing your own applications. These scripts are provided on a non-
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exclusive, non-transferrable, royalty free basis and can be used and/or modified
by owners of the Subscriber Kiosk 3.0 and API Kit.

5.1. Subscriber Verification Script Example

This simplified example script can be incorporated into a vendor or greeter
object. It sends the key of a touching avatar to a Subscriber Kiosk via the API. It
requests that the kiosk determine whether the avatar is a current subscriber. If
so, it takes some action such as providing a gift or a price discount. If not, it
gives the avatar a notecard instead.

5.2. API Test Script

The API Kit also includes a script that tests and demonstrates all of the API
functions. You can use this to verify your API is working correctly and also
examine the script to gain a better understanding of how to communicate via the
API.

5.3. API Channel Query Example
If you plan to develop Subscriber Kiosk 3.0 accessory products that use the API,
and you intend to give or sell these products to others, you should include the
supplied "API Channel" script in those products. This allows your application's
script(s) to obtain the new owner's API channel number from the "API Channel"
script (via linked messages) without requiring them to purchase the Subscriber
Kiosk 3.0 API Kit or being aware of their API channel number. The full API Kit is
intended primarily for developers so there is no need to burden your customers
with the extra cost of the API Kit and/or entering of their API channel number into
your accessory application. Use of the “API Channel” script has certain
distribution restrictions that are described in the Application Notes for the API
Channel Query Example included in the API Kit.

6. Scripting Suggestions
Keep the following suggestions in mind when creating scripts that interact with
the Subscriber Kiosk API.

 Enable listens only when in use and remove or disable when not needed
in order to minimize impact on sim performance.

 Enable a timer whenever you send a command to the API so that if the
API does not respond, your script can disable listens and provide
appropriate messages or actions. A value of 10 seconds should be
adequate, however this may need to be increased in very laggy sims.

 Make sure your llListen calls filter on the API_Chan as well as the desired
Master Kiosk name (unless listening for multiple master kiosks).

 Be sure to test the reply_destination substring of the message variable
returned in your listen event to be sure your script ignores API reply
messages meant for other objects.
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 For added security, it is recommended that your listen event also test that
the message originated from an object with the same owner, e.g.
llGetOwnerKey(id) == llGetOwner(). Note that Master Kiosks will not
respond to API commands from objects that do not have the same owner
as the Master Kiosk.

 Use the shortest ranges that will support your objects’ relative locations for
sending API commands and specifying the API reply_range. You will
generally want to set the reply_range to the same value as you use for
sending the API command (see 2.1 above).

 API commands such as SUB_ADD are not checked against the Master
Kiosk’s ban list, so it is the responsibility of the external application to
perform this check if it is required.

 Include the “API Channel” script in objects you sell and use linked
messages from/to your application’s script(s) to discover the current
owner’s API channel. Does not display the channel number to the owner
or require them to enter it into your application.
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DISCLAIMER

SUBSCRIBER KIOSK AND RELATED PRODUCTS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS",
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING
BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF
CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS
IN THE SOFTWARE.


